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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a linear input-output system of the form 
where the y’s represent ou puts and the u’s represent i puts at various 
times and the E’S represent random disturbances. An important problem in
the ngineering literature is howto choose the inputs adaptively to regulate 
the outputs, say, such that C;Y,~ is minimized in some sense in ignorance of 
the system parameters (~i,. . . ,cu,, pi,. . , /3,, at least inthe long run as 
n + 00. Although one may in principle us aBayesian pproach, putting a 
prior distribution on the unknown parameters andapplying dynamic pro- 
gramming when the disturbances E, are independent a didentically distrib- 
uted (i.i.d.) withaknown common distribution (say, for example, normal) 
and when there is a finite horizon, thedynamic programming equations are
prohibi$vely difficult to handle, both computationally and analytically. In 
1973, Astrom and Wittenmark [2] proposed a much more practical ap-
proach, which leads to what hey iall the “self-tuning regulators” and which 
has become increasingly popular inapplications (cf.[5]). The “self-tuning” 
idea is to start byconsidering the case where the system parameters a e
known, so that he optimal inputs can be explicitly found by the separation 
principle, and then to substitute these system parameters in the input at 
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every stage by suitable estimators. An important recent development along 
this line is the work of Goodwin et al. [3], who made use of stochastic 
approximation techniques to estimate he system parameters andwho 
showed that he resultant rule has the so-called “globally convergent” 
property, which is discussed b low. 
An analogous idea was proposed byAnderson a d Taylor [l] in 1976 in 
the econometrics literature fo  the problem of choosing successive levels 
qr..., UN in the linear regression model 
y, = (Y + /hd; + E; (i = 1,2,...) (1.2) 
with i.i.d. random errors E;having mean 0 and variance u2, so that he 
outputs yi, .. . ) y, are as close as possible to some target value y*. Earlier 
efforts to tudy this problem, called the “multiperiod control problem under 
uncertainty,” were of a Bayesian nature [14, 161, putting a prior distribution 
on the unknown parameters (Y and p and considering the problem of 
minimizing 
where 
6) = (y* - a>/p. (1.4) 
However, because ofthe analytical and computational difficulties in study- 
ing the dynamic programming equations, not much is known about hese 
Bayes rules and it is difficult to implement them in practice. Instead ofthis 
Bayesian pproach, Anderson a d Taylor [l] noted that since the optimal 
level is8 when (Y and p are known and since the least quares timate of 
(P, a> based on tu,, yl), . .. , (u,, Y,,> is 
j$ = 2 (II, - iin)yi 
i 
i (u; - iiJ2, hi, ‘y, - b”ii”, 
i=l Ii i=l 
it seems reasonable to replace CYand j3 in (1.4) atstage n by 8, and & 
Here and in the sequel, we use the notation a,, to denote the arithmetic 
mean of n numbers a,, .. . , a,,. Thus, assuming prior knowledge ofbounds 
K, and K, such that K, < 8 I K,, Anderson a d Taylor [l] proposed the 
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rule 
U IT+1 = K, A { &-‘(y* - c?,) v K,}, n 2 2, 0.5) 
where v and A denote maximum and minimum, respectively, and the 
initial values ur, u2 of the recursion aredistinct bu otherwise arbitrary 
numbers between K, and K,. When the E, are normal, this rule is 
tantamount to choosing the maximum likelihood estimate of 8at stage n to 
be the design level atstage n + 1, and is therefore in the same spirit as he 
self-tuning regulators proposed byAstriim and Wittenmark for the linear 
system (1.1). 
A basic issue concerning this “self-tuning” approach ofsubstituting the 
parameters in the optimal inputs (assuming known parameters) by their 
sequential estimates is whether there is enough information for adequately 
estimating these parameters. In particular, fo  the Anderson-Taylor rule, 
even though (1.5) may be regarded asone’s best guess of 0 at the end of 
stage n, how good the guess is depends onhow much information (design 
scatter) there is in the levels ur,. . , u,. While setting the current level as 
close to B as the data suggest (as in the Anderson-Taylor rule) seems to be 
consistent with the control objective, th re is also the conflicting need to set 
the design levels in awide nough scatter so as to provide a reliable estimate 
of 0. On the basis of some Monte Carlo simulations, Anderson a d Taylor 
[l] conjectured that {u, } defined by(1.5) converges to 6’ with probability 1 
(w.p.1). However, Lai and Robbins [8] disproved this conjecture by exhibit- 
ing an event Qt, with positive probability on which U, does not converge to
8. In fact, ona,, there isso little information to estimate /3 that &, is of the 
wrong sign for all n. 
In this paper we discuss how this dilemma between the need for informa- 
tion and the objective of efficient co rol can be resolved in the construction 
of asymptotically efficient s lf-tuning regulators for the general stochastic 
regression model 
Y, = AX, + BU, + E,, 04 
where 
(i) Y, is a k X 1 vector foutputs atstage n; 
(ii) A is a k X h matrix and B is a k X k nonsingular m trix of 
parameters; 
(iii) E,is a k X 1 vector frandom disturbances suchthat {E,,} isa 
martingale difference sequence with respect toan increasing sequence of
u-fields { Sn} (i.e., E, is Fn-measurable nd E(E,]~$- t) = 0 for all n); 
(iv) U, is a k X 1 vector fregulators depending onthe current and 
past observations X,, U,, Y,, .. . , X,,-,, Un-r, Y,-r, X,; 
(v) X, is an FnP1 -measurable h x 1 vector fregressors. 
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The control problem studied herein sto choose the regulators U,, U,, .. . 
sequentially so that Z;11YJ 2 is minimized in some sense, atleast inthe long 
run as n + co. Here and in the sequel, IIY(l denotes the Euclidean norm 
(Y’Yy2 and ’ denotes transpose. 
In Section 4 we construct asymptotically efficient adaptive regulators U,, 
for the general model (1.6) under the following additional assumption on 
the regressors X,: 
x, = o(1) and liminfn-‘X,, > 0 w.p.1, (1.7) 
n-m 
where X min and h,, denote, respectively, the minimum and maximum 
eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix. A special case of this is the regression 
model (1.2) in the multiperiod control problem where, replacing yi by 
Yi -Y*, we can assume that y* = 0. A more general special case is the 
multiperiod control problem inthe multiple regression model 
Y,, = A + BU, + E, (n = 1,2,...), (1.8) 
where A is a k X 1 vector and B is a k X k nonsingular matrix. Setting X,
to be the scalar 1,condition (1.7) isclearly satisfied. 
The linear system (1.1) isclearly also a special case of the stochastic 
regression m del (1.6), where we set Y, = Y,+~, U, = u,, and X, = 
(Y”, ---, Yn-p+l,u,-l,...,~“-q+l )‘. However, condition (1.7) need not hold 
when the inputs ui are sequentially determined random variables, as in
feedback ontrol schemes. Here, besides the regression structure, we also 
need to analyze and make use of the system dynamics defined by (1.1) inthe 
construction of asymptotically efficient adaptive regulators [13]. 
Throughout the sequel weshall assume that he random disturbances E, 
are not too large in the sense that 
S~P~hJYlgtn-l) < co w.p.1 for some y > 2. (1-g) 
n 
From (1.6) it follows that 
i~~~(llY.l121%-~) = i~I~(ll~~l121%-~) + 2 IIAK + BV;l12* (1.10) 
i=l 
Note that E{C~-‘-111YJj2} = E{Ci”,lE(II~l1214t;_1)). Thus, if the parameter 
matrices A and B are known, then the optimal regulators are given by 
q = -B-lAXi, (1.11) 
and the minimum (conditional) variance outputs are 
r, = Ei. (1.12) 
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In view of (l.lO), we define the “regret” at stage n of a sequence of
regulators { Ui}to be 
R, = f [[AX; + S&,11* = i ][I: - q/j’. (1.13) 
i=l i=l 
A control rule is called “globally convergent” if 
RJn + 0 w.p.1. (1.14) 
Suppose that 
jitn-l i E( lleil121~-1) = u2 w.p.1. (1.15) 
i=l 
Then from (1.9) and (1.10) itfollows that (1.14) isequivalent to 
n-l i E( IIlJ)21.F-l) -+ a2 w.p.1, (1.16) 
i=l 
which is used by Goodwin et al. [3] as the definition of global convergence. 
For the multiperiod control problem related to the regression model (1.2) 
the “self-tuning” rule(1.5) proposed by Anderson and Taylor is not 
globally convergent, as has been pointed out earlier. It is, however, very easy 
to modify this rule to achieve global convergence. We need only make sure 
that here is enough information to estimate CY and p by setting the design 
levels atK, during stages n,< n 2 < . . . and at K, during stages nf< n; 
< . ..) where {ni } and { nT } are disjoint sequences of positive ntegers such 
that n,/i --, cc and nr/i + co. During the other stages wefollow the rule 
(1.Q but with the estimates B,,& based only on the observations taken 
during times n, and n :. These “probing inputs” attimes ni and n: ensure 
that he unknown parameters a econsistently estimated, and since they 
occur so infrequently, theircontribution o the regret R,is of the order of 
o(n), and therefore global convergence follows. 
A difficult problem with the preceding modification of the 
Anderson-Taylor ruleis how the times nj and nf should be chosen so that 
n - ‘R,, approaches 0 as rapidly aspossible. Moreover, the fact hat he 
estimates &, and & are based only on observations during these times 
suggests that he rule may be quite inefficient since we are wasting the 
information from the other observations. Thi  leads, therefore, to the basic 
questions concerning (i)how the unknown parameters (Y and /l should be 
estimated, and (ii) the smallest possible order of magnitude for the regret 
R,. These questions, which are of fundamental interest in he self-tuning 
approach, are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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For the multiperiod control problem related to the simple inear model 
(1.2) Lai and Robbins [‘I, 8 91 showed that he smallest possible order of 
magnitude for R, is o2 log nwhen the parameters (Y and p are unknown. 
This result isextended tothe general regression model (1.6) inSection 3.In 
Section 4,under the additional assumption (1.7), we show how self-tuning 
regulators U,, can be constructed to achieve this order of log n for R,. The 
idea is to introduce white-noise probing inputs whenever the data suggest 
inadequate information for arameter estimation, but such that he relative 
frequency of these probing inputs i kept within the order of o((log n)/n). 
To estimate the unknown parameters, we use the method of least quares, 
which as a simple r cursive form for practical implementation and which 
coincides with the asymptotically efficient m thod of maximum likelihood 
when the random disturbances E, are i.i.d. normal. More importantly, he 
method of least quares for parameter estimation has avery useful property 
for adaptive prediction andcontrol applications. Thi  property, which 
provides considerable insight into the construction of asymptotically effi-
cient self-tuning regulators, is discussed in Section 2.
2. ADAPTIVE PREDICTORS USING THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES 
Consider the multiple regression model 
Y, = Plf,l + . * . + Pptnp + Enr n = 1,2, ..* ) (2.1) 
where &, . . . , /$, are unknown parameters, y, is the observed response 
corresponding to the design levels tnl, . .. , t,,*, and the E, are unobservable 
random disturbances. Assume that {E”} is a martingale difference sequence 
with respect toan increasing sequence ofu-fields ( Fn-,> such that 
for some y > 2. (2.2) 
Letting ‘p, = (tnl, . . ., trip)‘, assume that ‘p, is Fn-,-measurable. The least 
squares timate 6, of the parameter vector 0 = (PI,. . , BP)’ based on the 
observations ‘pt,y , .. . , (Pi, y is 
en = i ‘PiTI 
i 1 
-1 n 
i=l 
iFl%Y; = e + 
! 1 
2 ‘Pi’Pi -’ (Pi&i (2.3) 
i=l i=l 
for n2 r = inf{ j: C;=r’pi’p; is nonsingular}. 
Since ‘p, is q-r-measurable, E(y (q.-r) = 0’~~ is the minimum variance 
predictor of the response at stage i based on all the observations up to tage 
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i - 1, when the parameter vector 13is known. In this case, the prediction 
error is 
y; - &p, = E;. (2.4) 
When 0 is unknown, it is natural t,o try replacing 8 inthe optimal predictor 
0’~, by its least quares timate 8,-r. This leads to the adaptive predictor 
.P, = &cp,, (2.5) 
with prediction error 
e, = yi - 9, = &, + (e - ~,Jcp,. (2.6) 
In this ection, we study the difference between the prediction errors (2.4) 
and (2.6) of the optimal nd the adaptive predictors, and investigate the 
order of magnitude of
i (e, - Ei)2 = k {(iJ_, - e)‘qi}2. (2.7) 
1=7+1 1=7+1 
As is shown in Section 4,the order of magnitude of(2.7) plays a key role 
in the development of asymptotically efficient s lf-tuning regulators. Noting 
that he optimal regulator when B is known is characterized by &vi= 0, the 
self-tuning ideais to imitate this when B is unknown by choosing the inputs 
such that d/-iqi = 0. However, this idea works well only when (2.7) isnot 
too large. The following result on the order of magnitude of(2.7) is 
therefore f basic interest in the self-tuning approach. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that in the regression model (2.1), {E,,} is a 
martingale diflerence sequence with respect toan increasing sequence of
o-jields { Rn} such that (2.2) holds, and suppose that ‘p, = (till, . . . , t,,,,)’ is 
9 ,, _,-measurable for every n. Letting r = inf {n: I?$‘= l’p,(p; is nonsingular }, 
assume that r-C OD w.p.I and that 
Xmin iTi + O” 
l I i I 
-1 
and vi li WP: QI,, + 0 w.p.1. (2.8) 
1 I=1 
For n 2 r, let 8, be the least quares timate of 0= ( p,, . . , BP)’ defined in 
(2.3). Then 
I (limsupE($j.S-i) + o(1)) logdet w.p.1. (2.9) 
i-+CC 
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Moreover, if E(ei/FnFl) converges w.p.1, then (2.9) can be strengthened into 
;=$+l ue-1 - e4’ + iEc+l ((4 - VR)’ 
- (&E(r’,$,))logdet( lv;q:) w.p.1. (2.10) 
Proof. For n 2 7, let P, = (C;=,rp,rp;)-’ and let 
Q, = ;$ { (& - 6)‘cp;)’ = (b, - fi)‘Pn-‘@ - 6). 
As shown by Lai and Wei [lo, p. 1581, Q satisfies th  recursion 
(2.11) 
Q, =en-1  
As shown by Lai and Wei [lo, p. 157-1581, w.p.1, 
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noting that Pnpl = C;cp,q$ andthat (1 Pnp'l - IT2,l)/lP;'I = ~~P,cp, -+ 0
w.p.1 by (2.8). Since (0,-i - 0)‘~~ = c~~P,-,E>:\~~P~ by (2.3), and since 
cp{Pi-,cpi + 0 w.p.1 by (2.8), (2.9) follows from (2.12)-(2.15); moreover, 
(2.10) also follows ifE( ~,2]%~- i) converges w.p.1. 
3. MINIMAL ORDER OF MAGNITUDE FOR THE REGRET OF 
ADAPTIVE REGULATORS 
To begin with, consider the multiperiod control problem related tothe 
simple linear model (1.2) with i.i.d. normal errors q having mean 0 and 
variance 0’. Suppose first that j3 # 0 is known. Rewriting themodel (1.2) as
(.Yj - .Y*)/P = uj - e + &i/P> 
the maximum likelihood estimator of B at stage n is 
(3.1) 
e, = ii, - p-‘(y, -y*) = e - p-lo,. 
Thus, irrespective of how the levels uiare chosen, 4 - 0 = -p-%,. In 
particular, if we set 24, + ito be our best current guess 0, of 8, i.e., u,+i = 8, 
for n2 1, and let q= initial guess of 8, then u, + 0 w.p.1 and the regret 
(defined in (1.13)) is given by 
$(yj - Ei)2 = +(ui - e)’ 
n-1 
= p(~, - e)” + C E; - 02iogn w.p.1 (3.2) 
(cf. [7]). Putting a normal prior distribution n on 8, we can also consider the 
Bayes problem of minimizing 
4 
i 
i bi -v*)’ 
I 
= 
i=l 
n~2+P2+lbi-s)2}. 
The Bayes olution s given by 
i?l n+l = E,@lq, Yl,..., U”, y,) = (1 + o(n-‘))B, + o(n-i), 
and its regret isalso f the order of 0210g n w.p.1, ashas been shown by 
Lai and Robbins [7]. Thus, by considering the (fictitious) case in which p is 
known, Lai and Robbins have shown that u210g nis the minimal order of 
maghitude ofthe regret that one may at most expect to achieve without 
knowledge ofp. 
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We now extend the argument ofLai and Robbins to the general regres- 
sion model (1.6) under the assumption (1.7) onthe regressors X,. Suppose 
that B (the coefficient matrix of the regulators U,,) is known and assume 
that he random disturbances E, in(1.6) are i.i.d. normal random vectors 
with mean 0 and covariance matrix V so that E, is independent of snel. 
Suppose that he unknown parameter matrix A in (1.6) has a prior distribu- 
tion Q with mean A, and such that he components of A are i.i.d. normal 
with variance u: > 0. From (1.6) itfollows that 
Since B is known, E,,(IIAX, + BUJ214t;-J is minimized by 
Q* = -B-‘A:-,Xi, 
where 
A?-‘_, = E,( AIsic;.- 1) = Bayes estimate of A. (3.4) 
Writing A = (ujv)lrjsk,lsvsh and A(j) = (ajl,...,ajh)‘, the maxi- 
mum likelihood estimate of A(j) based on X,, U,, Y,, .. . , X,, U,, Y, is the 
least quares timate 
A”(j) = i X.X! ( 
i-l 
, ,)-’ i Xizij = A(j) + ( ilXiX;)-’ i Xiqj, (3.5) 
i-l i=l 
assuming ETXiX: to be nonsingular, where we let ei = (Q, . . . , sik)’ and 
define 
zi = (Zil,..., zik)’ = q - BUi( = AX, + q). 
Letting uI1,. . .,uklr denote he diagonal elements of the covariance matrix I/ 
of the ti, and letting A;(j) denote he jth row vector fthe prior mean A, 
of A, we can express th: Bayes estimate AZ(j) = E,( AIsn) in terms of the 
least quares timate A,(j) via the relation 
where I,, denotes the h X h identity matrix. 
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First suppose that 
the distribution of { X,} does not depend on how { U,, } is chosen. (3.7) 
This is the case when the X, are nonrandom, such as in the multiperiod 
control problem for the model (1.2) or(1.8). It then follows from (3.5) and 
(3.6) that he distributions of {A,(j) - A(j)} and {A,*(j) - A(j)} also do 
not depend on how {U,} is chosen. Therefore th sequence ofregulators 
{u:,..., Z&*} defined by (3.4) indeed minimizes the expected regret 
E,,(C~=‘,,IIAX, + Bt!Q2) for every n. For this choice ofregulators, the regret 
is given by 
;J~Xi + W*l12 = i lItA - &)Xil12 
i=l 
k n 
= ,X1 ;Fl {(‘F-l(j) - ‘(j))‘4}2- (3.8) 
‘s 
From condition (1.7) onthe X,,, it follows that X;(C;XiX;)-‘X,, + 0 
w.p.1. Moreover, using (1.7), (3.5), (3.6), and the Schwarz inequality,  can
be shown that w.p.1 
= C {(ai-l(j> - A(j))‘xi 
i-r+1 
+O(llai-I(j> - A(j)llllX,ll/i) + 0( l~ll/i)}2 
+O[{ zl [(‘i-I(j) - r(i)).w.j’jm) + o(1), (3.9) 
where ‘T = inf{ I: C[XiX[ is nonsingular} (-c c w.p.1 by (1.7)). Note that 
from (1.7) and the law of the iterated logarithm forartingales (cf. [4]) 
i XiEij = o((n loglogn)“2) w.p.1. 
i-l 
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Therefore, by (3.5) and (1.7), 
iI {(‘n(j) - A(j))‘4]2 = ( illxiEij)‘( tlxix/)-‘( ilxiEij) 
i=l 
= O(loglog n) w.p.1. (3.10) 
By (1.7), log X,,(C;lX,X;) - log n- logAti&:;XiX/) w.p.1. Hence, by 
Theorem 1and (3.10), 
i {(/i-,(j) - A(j))‘X;j2 - uj,hlogn w.p.1. (3.11) 
i-7+1 
From (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11), theregret ofthe Bayes regulators U, = q* 
satisfies 
t IlAX, + SU,l12 - (tr V)h log n
i-l 
w.p.1. (3.12) 
Note from the preceding ar ument that (3.12) also holds with q = a. 
The order of magnitude (3.12) for the regret ofthe optimal procedure 
when B is known provides a bench mark that we may hope to achieve even 
when B is unknown. Thus, we call a sequence {Q} of regulators (without 
assuming knowledge ofB) “asymptotically efficient” if its regret R, = 
Wlr, - .ai112 is asymptotically no arger than (3.12) for the regret ofthe 
optimal procedure {Vi* }which assumes B to be known. 
We now drop the extra assumption (3.7) onX,. First note that for any 
choice of {Vi 1, 
E, 
( 
k IlAX, + SU,l12 = ET k E,((lAXi + SU,l121sZ;-l) 
i=l 1 i i-l 1 
2 E, 
i 
k IlAX, + sui*112 . 
i=l i 
(3.13) 
Since {Xi} satisfies (1.7) nomatter how the U, are chosen, itfollows from 
the preceding argument (see (3.8)-(3.12)) that w.p.1 
i$ljIAXi + Bt.J*l12 - k IlAX, + StJQ2 - (tr V)h logn, (3.14) 
i==l 
and therefore by Fatou’s iemma, 
E, f: IlAX, + 13Q*(12 2 {(tr V)h + o(l)}logn. (3.15) 
is1 
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In view of (3.13) (3.14) and (3.15), we can still regard (3.12) asthe 
asymptotically minimal order of magnitude for the regret R, = E~=,jIAX, 
+ BV,/12, and we therefore call a sequence {q} of regulators (without 
assuming knowledge ofB) “asymptotically efficient” if i sregret isasymp- 
totically no larger than (3.12). 
In the rest of this ection we extend this argument tothe linear system. 
(1.1) where the random disturbances E, are i.i.d. normal with mean 0 and 
variance u2 > 0. Assume that he polynomials 
,4(s) = (~isp-l + ... +a,-ts + (Ye and B(s) = &de’ + ... +pq are 
relatively prime, /3r # 0, and B(s) and A*(s) = sP - A(s) have all 
zeros inside the unit circle. 
(3.16) 
Suppose that /3, is known. Let 8 = (ai,. . ,(Y,,, p2 . , p,)’ denote the 
vector of unknown parameters. Let z,,+i = y,,+t - &u,, and let X, = 
(Yrv e.7 Yn-p+l, u,-I,..., upq+l )‘. Then the maximum likelihood estimate 
of B based on the observations X,, y2,. . , Xn-i, y,, is the least squares 
estimate 
PI - 1 
i 1 
-l,,-1 n-l 
i 1 
-In-1 
I$-, = c xix; c xiz,+l = e + 1 x;x,l 1 XIE,+l, (3.17) 
1 1 1 1 
provided that CT-‘X,X/ is nonsingular. Similar to(3.6) 8,-i is closely 
related to the Bayes estimate &+-t = E,[ 81 Xi, z2; .. . ; X,-i, z,J with respect 
to a truncated normal prior VT, which is the restriction of themultivariate 
normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix u,‘Z,, to the -region 
defined by(3.16) where h= p + q - 1 is the dimensionality of 8. 
Let Ai = y;+i - ~~+r = &(ui + &‘&Xi). Then the regret isdefined as
R,, = C;A:, and as mentioned inSection 1,a sequence ofinputs { ui} is 
called “globally convergent” if n-‘C;Af -+ 0 w.p.1. Since y, = ai + A,-r, it 
follows from (1.1) that 
&U” + * ** +Pq%-q+l = +I&” + *.. +cy,-p+l) 
+(A” - C-X~A~-~ - ... -a/&,). (3.18) 
Using (3.16) and (3.18), it can be shown that if { ui} is globally convergent 
then w.p.1 
liminfn-‘h,, iX,X; > 0, 
1, +00 i 1 1 
li~~pK1~(]XJ2 < cc (3.19) 
1 
(cf. [12, Corollary 3] and [ll, Lemma 4 (i)]). Another desirable property of 
an input sequence inpractice s that both the inputs and the outputs at
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every stage should not be too large. Inparticular, if we require that he 
inputs satisfy 
u,’ = o(d) w.p.1 for some0 < 6 < 1, (3.20) 
then since E: = o(n’) w.p.1, itfollows from (1.1) and (3.16) that y,’ = O(ns) 
w.p.1 (cf. [lo]), and therefore 
llX”l12 - W) w.p.1. (3.21) 
Thus, if the input sequence { ui} is globally convergent a dsatisfies (3.20), 
then it follows from (3.19), (3.21), andthe law of the iterated logarithm for
martingales (cf. [4]) that 
txiq+, = O((n 10g10gn)“*) w.p.1. (3.22) 
Moreover, by(3.17), (3.19), and(3.22), we have w.p.1 that 
;gl {(‘n - 1’4)’ = ( $xiEi+l)‘( $xix;)-‘( cxjej+l) = O( oglogn). 
(3.23) 
As in (3.13), forany choice of{u,}, 
where UT = - fi;‘e,YiX,. Restricting o input sequences { uj } that are 
globally convergent a dthat are not too large in the sense of (3.20), we 
obtain from (3.19), (3.21), (3.23), andTheorem 1, together with an argument 
similar to (3.9), that w.p.1 
i (&Xi + &u;)’ - 2 ((0 - 8j+l)‘Xi}2 - o*h logn. (3.25) 
i-l i=l 
Hence, by Fatou’s lemma, for such input sequences { u,}, 
E, 
i 
i (8'Xj + /3&)* 
i-1 i 
2 (a*h + o(l))logn. (3.26) 
In view of (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26), we call an input sequence { uj} 
“asymptotically efficient” if i sregret isasymptotically no arger than the 
order u*h log n. 
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In the preceding discussion, the random disturbances E, have been 
assumed to be i.i.d. normal with mean 0, and the minimal order of 
magnitude for the regret when & (or B) is known has been shown to be 
o*h logn, where a* = EIJE,~)* (see (3.12) and (3.25)). More generally, 
suppose that he E, form amartingale difference sequence satisfying co di- 
tion (1.9) (which reduces to(2.2) inthe one-dimensional case). Without any 
distributional assumptions  the unobservable E, and without assuming 
prior knowledge ofB (or &), we call asequence ofregulators IV,,} (or 
{u,}) “asymptotically efficient” if i sregret isasymptotically no arger than 
the order ph log n, where p is defined below and reduces tou * in the 
normal case. 
DEFINITION. (i) Consider the regression model (1.6) in which {X,} 
satisfies (1.7) and {e,} is a martingale difference sequence satisfying (1.9). 
Let p = lim supn ~m E([l~,11*14L;,-~). A sequence ofregulators {U,} (without 
assuming knowledge ofthe parameter matrices A, B) is aid to be asymptot- 
ically efficient f its regret R,= Cpllyi - e,()* satisfies 
lim sup RJlog n s ph 
“+CC 
w.p.1. (3.27) 
(ii) Consider the linear system (1.1) inwhich (3.16) holds and {E,} is a 
martingale difference sequence satisfying (2.2). Let ~1 = lim sup,, ~ m
E(E~~R~~J, h =p + 4 - 1. A sequence ofinputs {u,} is said to be 
asymptotically efficient f itsregret R, = E:l”(yi+i - E;+J* satisfies (3.27). 
The construction of asymptotically efficient r gulators for the regression 
model (1.6) inwhich {X, } satisfies (1.7) isgiven in Section 4 below. The 
construction of asymptotically efficient nputs for the linear system (1.1) 
requires additional results on the dynamics ofsuch systems and is given 
elsewhere [ 131. 
4. ASYMPTOTICALLY EFFICIENT ADAPTIVE REGULATORS 
Consider the regression model (1.6) inwhich the regressors X,, atisfy 
condition (1.7). Since B is nonsingular, we can reparametrize the model 
(1.6) as 
Y, = B(U, - CX,) + E,, (4.1) 
where C = - B- ‘A, or equivalently as 
U, - B-‘Y, = CX,, - B-b,. (4.2) 
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In view of (4.2), when B is known, the least quares timate C, of C based 
on Xl, 4, Y,,. . , X,,, U , Y, can be expressed in the following recursive 
(Kalman filter) form (cf. [lo]): 
C, = C,-, + (LJn - B-lY,, - C,,-,X,)X,P,, 
P,, l= P,--i + x, x,. 
(4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
Note that (4.3b) can be expressed in the computationally more convenient 
form 
P, = P,-l - P,-,X,X&,/(l + X,P”_,X,). (4.3b’) 
Now suppose that B is unknown but that here exist nonsingular k X k 
matrices B,, such that B,, is g”-,-measurable and 
B,, --) B w.p.1. (4.4 
The construction of such B,, will be described later. Replacing B by B, in 
(4.3) leads to 
C, = C,-, + (Un - B,-‘Y, - Cn-lXn)X;P,,, 
P,- l= P”Yl + x,x,. 
(4Sa) 
(4Sb) 
The reparametrization (4.1) andthe recursions (4.5) are in the same spirit as 
the theory of adaptive stochastic approximation, introduced by Lai and 
Robbins [6, 71 in the context ofthe multiperiod control problem for the 
simple linear model (1.2) and some nonlinear models. An important prop- 
erty of the recursions (4.5) isthe analog of Theorem 1given in 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that in the regression m del (4.1), {an} is a 
martingale difference sequence satisfying (1.9) the k X k matrix B is nonsin- 
gular, and the vectors U,, and X,, are Sn-,-measurable suchthat 
and 
-1 
X,, -+ 0 w.p.1. (4.6) 
Let B,, be an Sn-,-measurable nonsingular k X k matrix such that B, + B 
w.p.1. Define C,, recursively by (4.5) for n > r = inf{ n:CfXiX: is nonsingu- 
lar}. Let 
e, = Y,, - B,(U, - C,-,-AT,,) (4.7) 
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be the prediction error of the Fn -,-measurable pr dictor ?jn = B,,(U, - 
C,-,X,) of Y,. Let p = limsup,,,E(IJ&,1)21~~_1). Then 
t lIei - ~~11~ + tr{ B(C,, - C)P,-‘(C, - C)‘B’) 
7+1 
I (p + o(l))logdet iX.X.’ + o i llq. - CXJ* ( 1 I ,) ( 7+1 ) w.p.1. (4-g) 
ProoJ We use an argument similar tothe proof of Theorem 1. Let 
D, = ik - B;‘B. From (4.1) and (4.7), it follows that 
-Bile,, = U, - B;‘Y, - C,,-,X,, 
= D&7, - CX,) - (C,-, - C)X, - B,-‘e,. 
By (4Sa) and (4.9), 
C, = C,-, - B,-‘e,XLP,,. 
Letting 
G, = (C, - C)P,-‘(C, - C)‘, 
A, = (C,-, - C)X,X,(C,-,  C)‘, 
we obtain from (4.10) and (4.5b) that 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
G,, = G,-, + A,, - B;‘e,X;(C,-,  C)’ - (C,-, - C)X,,(B;‘e,)’ 
+B;‘e,X~P,X,(B;‘e,)‘. (4.11) 
Let Q, = tr(BG,B’), p, = BB;‘, w, = ma,,. Using the fact hat r(xy’) 
= x’u for k x 1 vectors x,y, and noting that r(BA,B’) = IIB(C,-,  
C)XJ*, we obtain from (4.11) and (4.9) that 
Q, = Q,-, -IIB(Cn-, - Ckl12 - 2w,‘B(Cn-, - C)Xn 
+2{BDn(u, - cx,))‘{B(L -C)x,) 
+(X,P,,X,)I(BD,(U. - CX,) - B(C,-, - C)X, - w,,(l*. (4.12) 
Completing the square, we have 
-IlB(C,-, - C)XJ2 + 2(BD,,(U, - CX,)}‘B(C,-, - C)X, 
= -I(BD,(U,, - CX,) - B(C,-, - C)X,((* + IJBD,(U, - CX,)ll’. 
(4.13) 
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Since I?,, issn-,-measurable nd I’,, + Ik w.p.1, {w,,} is a martingale 
difference sequence such that 
and 
a%I121%-1) * ~(11~,1121~-1) + 41) 
suPm%llYISm-l) < cc w.p.1 (y > 2) (4.14) 
” 
by (1.9). This implies (cf. [lo, Lemma 2 (in)]) that w.p.1 
i w;B(ci-l  C)X; = 0 i IIB(C,-, - c)xi,,2 + O(l), (4.15) 
7+1 ( r+1 i 
i (X,,P,X,)w,!{ BD,(u, - CXi) - B(Ci-, - c)xJ 
7+1 
i IIBD,(q - CXi) - B(C,-, - C)Xi(12 + O(l), (4.16) 
7+1 
noting that X;P,, X, + 0 w.p.1 by (4.6). An argument similar to (2.4) and 
(2.15) shows that w.p.1 
i (x,Ip,xi)llwil12 - ( 
7+1 
< limsupE( I]wi]]2]Sr;:-1) + o(l)} logdet 
i-r00 
From (4.12)-(4.17) and the fact that X:P,X, + 0 w.p.1, itfollows that w.p.1 
Q, ~ Q, - (1 + o(l)) ~ llSDi(vi - CXi) - B(Ci-1 - C)Xi]12 
2+1 
+(l + O(1)) 1: IIBDi(Ui - CXi)ll' 
7+1 
+(p + o(l))logdet (4.18) 
Since rj --) Ik w.p.1, itfollows from (4.9) that w.p.1 
IIBD,(v, - CX,) - B(Ci-, - C)XJ2 = llri(ei - q)l12 - \\ei - ~~11~. 
(4.19) 
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Since D,, + 0 w.p.1, 
r$llIBDi(U, - Cxi)ll’ = 0 T$lllV - C4112) + O(1) 
i 
w.p.1. (4.20) 
From (4.18)-(4.20), the desired conclusion (4.8) follows. 
To apply Theorem 2 to the problem of constructing asymptotically 
efficient adaptive r gulators for the regression model (1.6)-(1.7), we first 
have to find strongly consistent estimates B, of the unknown parameter 
matrix B. To construct such estimates B,, we introduce white-noise probing 
inputs at certain prespecified times to ensure that here is enough informa- 
tion for estimating B. Specifically, let 
where 9is a positive constant, andtake integers 1 < or -C v2 < . . . . Let 
z= {l)...) r*> u {r*+v1,7*+Y2 )... } (4.22) 
be the set of stages when probing inputs are to be introduced. Thus, at stage 
n E I, the input 
U,, is a random vector independent of X,, U,,Y,, . .. , 
X,,- 1, U,,- r,Y,- t, X,, such that he components ofU, are indepen- 
dently distributed withmean 0, variance c, and IlU,,ll I M, 
(4.23) 
where cand M are positive constants. Note that r* < cc w.p.1 by (1.7), 
(4.23), andthe fact hat B is nonsingular. The use of white-noise perturba- 
tions to improve the information content ofthe design isa well known idea 
in adaptive control f inear systems. A variant of his idea in the context of
stochastic approximation is Venter’s [15] modification of the Robbins- 
Monro scheme. 
The following lemma shows that by restricting to only those stages at
which such probing inputs are used, we can apply the method of least 
squares toconstruct strongly consistent estimates of B. 
LEMMA 1. Consider the regression m del (1.6) inwhich ( X, } satisfies 
(1.7) and { E, } satisfies (1.9). Suppose that he inputs W, at stages t E Z 
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satisfy (4.23) where Iis given by (4.22). ForY 2 r* let 
be the least quares timate of (A : B) based only on observations at stages 
t E Z with tI v. Then BP --) B w.p.1. Infact, letting m, denote he number of 
elements in the set {t E I: t s v} and letting B,(i, j)and B(i, j) denote he 
(i, j) elements of 25 and B, respectively, we have
l~y$%(i, j>-B(i, j)l = o( m;‘/*(log “u)1’2) w.p.1. (4.25) 
Proof. Writing X, = (x,i, . .. , xlh)‘, U = (u,r, . .. , u,~)‘, E = 
(E ,l ,..., elk)‘, define the m, x 1 vectors x,(e), u (e), E (Q by 
x:w = btAcl,r~“; u:w = ho,,I,r~v; do = (%Ll,r~V* 
Let G,(j) denote the projection of u,(j) into the linear space spanned by 
{X,(l)> -. , x,(h)} U {u”(e): 8#j, 1 I e< k}. Then 
&,(i, j) - B(i, j) = (u,(j) - i,(j), e,(i))//u,(j) - k(j)l12 (4.26) 
(cf. [ll, p. 348]), where (x, y) = x’y denotes the inner product ofmy x 1 
vectors x,y. By the asymptotic heory of stochastic regression and projec- 
tions [ll, Theorems 3 and 41, it follows from (4.23) (1.9) and the bounded- 
ness of X,, that w.p.1 
lP,Cdl12 = Nag 4, (4.27) 
(u,(j) - W), e,(i)) = O(llu,(~) - ,(~Mlogm,Y’*). (4.28) 
In view of (4.23) and the law of large numbers, wehave 
Ilu,( j)ll* = C ufj - cm, w.p.1. (4.29) 
tc1, rlv 
From (4.26)-(4.29), (4.25) follows. 
Although Lemma 1 provides a strongly consistent estimate of B by using 
only a“nice” subset ofthe available observations, one may still want to use 
all the available observations t  estimate B so as not to lose information, 
especially whenm, is small compared with v. A simple strongly consistent 
estimate using all available observations s provided by 
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LEMMA 2. With the same notation andassumptions as inLemma 1, for 
v 2 r* de$ne B, *= B if B, is nonsingular, and set B,* = BP*- 1 otherwise, 
noting that &. is non&ular by (4.21). Forv 2 7* let 
be the least quares timate of (A ‘: B) based on all the observations up to 
stage v. Let g(t) > 0 such that 
g(t) + 00 but g(t)t-‘/‘(log t)l’* + 0 as t --f 00. (4.31) 
DeJne 
b” = iv, if yyl&(i, j) - B,*(i, j)l I g(m,)m;‘/*(log m,)“* 
and jr is nonsingular, 
= B,*, otherwise. (4.32) 
Then bV is nonsingular and kV --) B w.p.1. 
Combining Theorem 2 with Lemma 2, we obtain an asymptotically 
efficient s quence ofadaptive regulators in the following theorem. The key 
idea is to have the number m,, of probing inputs upto stage v diverge tocc 
but within the order of o(log v) as v + cc so that he contribution of these 
probing inputs to the regret R,= ,Y;-JAX, + BV,ll* isof the negligible 
order of o(log v). This is accomplished by choosing visuch that 
i = o(log vi). (4.33) 
(For example, take vi = exp{(l + o(l))i’} with S> 1.) Thus, for v, I v < 
‘i+ly 
m, = r* + i = o(log v). (4.34) 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that in the regression model (1.6), {X,,} satisfies 
(1.7) and {en} satisfies (1.9). Let 1 < v1 < v2 < . . . be positive ntegers 
satisfying (4.33), and dejine 7 *
recursively for n > 7 
by (4.21). and,I by (4.2s). Define C, 
* by (4.9, where we set B,, = B, _ 1 and B, is dejined in 
(4.32). At stage n E I dejne the input U, by (4.23) (“probing put”). At 
stage n e I, let U, = C,, _ 1X,,. For the sequence of inputs { U, } dejned in this 
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way, we have 
i llq - ql12 = i l/Ax, + BtYJ2 I (ph + o(l))logn (4.35) 
i-l i-l 
w.p.1, where ~1 = ~~~su~,,,E(JJ&,J~~J~“_~). Moreouer, 
c, --, C(= -B-?-4) w.p.1. (4.36) 
Proof: Since supic I(llQl + IlXJ) < 00 w.p.1, 
iGE,nll”4 + sU,ll = o(mn> =O(l”g n> w.P*1 (4*37) 
by (4.34). Fori 4 I, since iJ = C,- IXi, it follows from (4.7) that 
ei -Ei= q - ei = AX, + Bq. = B(v, - CX,). (4.38) 
By (1.7), X (C;X,X;)-‘X, + 0 and logdet(C:X,X;) - h log nw.p.1. Hence 
it follows from (4.38) and Theorem 2that 
C IlAX, + BV,l12 
i$l, isn 
= ,e~aHllei - ‘ill2 
< (p + o(l))h logn + o i [IAX, + Bv,~~2 w.p.1. (4.39) 
i-l 
By (4.37) and (4.39), 
i IlAX, + Bq.l12 5 (p + o(l))logn + o i: l/AX, f Bu,11* w.p.1, 
i-1 i-l 
(4.40) 
implying (4.35). Since lim inf, ~ mn -‘A,,(P,--‘) > 0 w.p.1 by (1.7) and 
since 
tr( B(C,, - C)P,-‘(C, - C)‘B’} z A&( BB’)h,,( Pn-‘) 
XL,{(G - c>w, - a’17 
it follows from (4.8) and (4.35) that 
Ll,{W* - WC, - C>‘> = w%~)/~) w.p.1, 
implying (4.36). 
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